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Abstract. A 44-year (1958–2001) homogeneous Mediterranean high-resolution atmospheric database was generated through dynamical downscaling within the HIPOCAS
Project framework. The present work attempts to provide a validation of the monthly 41-autumnal (1961–2001)
HIPOCAS precipitation over the Iberian Peninsula, being
also provided an evaluation of its improvement versus current
global reanalysis data sets. A statistical comparative analysis
between observed, HIPOCAS and global reanalyses precipitation data sets was carried out, highlighting the noticeable
agreement existing between the observed and the HIPOCAS
precipitation data sets in terms of not only time and spatial
distribution, but also in terms of total amount of precipitation. A principal component analysis is carried out showing
that the patterns derived from the HIPOCAS data largely capture the main characteristics of the studied field. Moreover, it
is worth to note that the HIPOCAS patterns reproduce accurately the observed regional characteristics linked to the main
orographic features of the study domain.
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Introduction

In the Mediterranean Basin, the major methodological drawback for a long-term assessment of regional climate and
its variability comes from the lack of suitable observations or simulated data. A number of institutions (such as
NCEP/NCAR, ECMWF, NASA, and others) have made efforts to produce the so-called global reanalysis (Kalnay et
al., 1996; Gibson et al., 1997) by generating global coverage
databases. However, the coarse spatial resolution of global
reanalysis make these data sets a not completely adequate
tool to characterize regional, prevailing atmospheric condiCorrespondence to: M. Y. Luna
(yluna@inm.es)

tions over areas where orography and land-sea contrasts are
not worthless at all. The creation of a Mediterranean longterm (1958–2001) homogeneous high resolution atmospheric
database by the Spanish Department of Puertos del Estado
within the HIPOCAS (Hindcast of Dynamic Processes of
the Ocean and Coastal Areas of Europe) Project framework
has appeared to overcome the afore mentioned shortcomings providing a useful data set for regional studies. Sotillo
et al. (2005, 2006b) and Ratsimandresy et al. (2008) have
shown that the HIPOCAS hindcast data are able to reasonably well reproduce the Mediterranean atmospheric state and
the wave and sea level climate of the Mediterranean Basin.
These works were mainly focused on oceanic parameters and
surface atmospheric variables such as mean sea level pressure, 2-m temperature, 10-m wind field and winter precipitation.
Although the most important precipitation in the Iberian
Peninsula is recorded during the winter season, at the end of
summer and at the beginning of autumn, strong and unstable
phenomena show up over both land and sea. Most of these
disturbances usually affect the Mediterranean Iberian coast
and the Balearic Islands and cause the heaviest and most important precipitation from September to November. The importance of the autumn rainfall analysis is beyond the pure
scientific domain since socioeconomic impacts of such extreme episodes are far from negligible (IPCC Technical Summary, 2001) being the Spanish scientific community aware of
the importance of autumn precipitation. The purpose of this
work is to make an analysis of the monthly autumnal precipitation in order to characterise the autumnal rainfall regime
and its variability over Iberia and the Balearic islands. An
evaluation of the HIPOCAS autumn precipitation database
improvement versus current global reanalysis data sets is
provided. In order to fulfil the purpose, a long term highresolution precipitation data base, derived from the in-situ
observational station network owned by the Spanish Meteorological Service, is used to characterize the autumn Iberian
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Fig. 1. Spatial distributions of: (a) Monthly mean IPD autumn precipitation field (mm); (b) Monthly mean HIPOCAS
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precipitation. This database provides a useful comparative
tool to undertake an evaluation of the different existing longterm hindcasted and reanalyzed products.

2

Precipitation data description and methodology

The HIPOCAS long-term data base is the result of an atmospheric hindcast performed over the whole Mediterranean
Basin. In order to produce the 41-year (1961–2001) hindcast the regional atmospheric model REMO was used. The
whole Mediterranean basin was covered by a grid with horizontal resolution of 0.5◦ ×0.5◦ (roughly 50×50 km2 ). Further information on the HIPOCAS Mediterranean data base
and its generation can be found in Sotillo et al. (2005). A
high-resolution daily precipitation data base derived from insitu measurements coming from the rain gauge station network of the Spanish Meteorological Service (Instituto Nacional de Meteorologı́a, INM) have been used to validate the
HIPOCAS precipitation. This Iberian Precipitation Dataset
(hereafter, IPD) was generated with in-situ measurements
from more than 4000 stations, irregularly distributed over the
Iberian Peninsula and the Balearics, covering a 41-yr period
(1961–2001). Further information about the observed precipitation data set can be found in Luna and Almarza (2007)
and in Sotillo et al. (2006a). Monthly precipitation from
NCEP/NCAR and ERA global reanalyses were used in order to complete the HIPOCAS validation. Further information on the NCEP precipitation data can be found on Kalnay
et al. (1996). Concerning ERA, Gibson et al. (1997) provide
information on the reanalysis performed by the ECMWF and
its averaged databases.
In order to compare the different precipitation datasets
several products were derived. A general description of
HIPOCAS, NCEP, ERA and IPD datasets was made by
means of statistics such as precipitation means, variances,
spatial distribution of the bias and root mean squared error
(RMSE). Other statistic parameters such as correlation indices, as well as temporal evolution of the spatial average
bias and RMSE were derived to evaluate the different model
performance ability. A principal component analysis (PCA)
with a Varimax orthogonal rotation procedure was applied
in order to evaluate the different model performance ability
in reproducing the observed spatial precipitation patterns, as
well as their temporal evolution. A wavelet multiresolution
analysis has been carried out over the time series of principal
components in order to get information of temporal scales of
variability and the time evolution of their spectra (Groosman
and Morlet, 1984).

3

Results

The monthly mean IPD precipitation field (Fig.1a) shows the
existence of the higher rainfall values over northern Iberia,
www.adv-geosci.net/16/49/2008/
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while the minimum values are localized along the southeastern flank of Mediterranean coast. The HIPOCAS precipitation field (Fig. 1b) shows a noticeable agreement, not only
in spatial distribution but also in the absolute precipitation
values. Similar comparisons were performed using NCEP
and ERA reanalyses (not shown). Both reanalyses reproduce
very similar spatial precipitation distributions but the maximum values are lower than the observed IPD and hindcasted
HIPOCAS ones. This behaviour in the reanalysed precipitation patterns was noticed in winter precipitation (Sotillo et
al., 2006b).
Most of the Iberian Peninsula show RMSE values lower
than 40 mm (Fig. 1c). The most noticeable differences between IPD and HIPOCAS in terms of RMSE are obtained
over coastal areas in contrast with the Iberian inland areas.
A strong agreement between both fields is clear in the spatial distribution for time correlations between the observed
and the simulated precipitation fields (Fig. 1d). Values higher
than 0.80 over most of Iberia are obtained. Whereas the highest values are located over the western side of the Iberian
Peninsula, the lowest ones are located along the Mediterranean coast. The autumn precipitation regime of these
Mediterranean coastal areas is characterized by heavy rainfall episodes brought about by a cold cut-off low situation in
which a mid-upper-tropospheric cut-off cyclone advects cold
air over the eastern Iberia, overlain warmer and moister flows
at low level. Thus, the lower correlations obtained over these
particular areas can be related to the lack of realism of the
simulation of this kind of heavy rainfall events in terms of
total precipitation amount. The bias between the observed
IPD and simulated HIPOCAS fields (Fig. 1e) is lower than
20 mm in absolute value over most of the Iberian Peninsula,
pointing out that the HIPOCAS precipitation field realistically reproduces the observed values. However, there are
zones, mainly coastal areas, with higher bias values. The
absolute maximum and minimum bias (absolute values of
the order of 50 mm and 30 mm, respectively) are localized
over the northwestern Iberia where both observed and simulated fields present a maximum of precipitation. Rather than
a non-realistic HIPOCAS simulation, the existence of these
neighbouring high biased areas seems to have more to do
with a displacement toward the south of the hindcasted precipitation maximum (located in the northwestern Iberia, as
it can be seen in Fig. 1b) than with the observed IPD one
(Fig. 1a).
Identical statistics of the skilfulness in reproducing IPD
precipitation for NCEP and ERA reanalyses were calculated
and the obtained average values are shown in Table 1.These
values clearly show the prevalence of HIPOCAS data over
the reanalysed fields.
In order to pick up the regional differences between observed and HIPOCAS precipitation fields, a rotated PCA was
carried out. Six significant PCs explaining more than 90% of
total variance were retained. These patterns come to point
out the existence of areas with singular spatial characteristics
Adv. Geosci., 16, 49–54, 2008
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Fig. 2. Patterns of the selected Varimax rotated PCs corresponding to the HIPOCAS precipitation field for the: a)
Fig. 2. Patterns of the selected Varimax rotated PCs corresponding to the HIPOCAS precipitation field for the: (a) Cantabrian (CAN);(b)
Cantabrian (CAN); b) Catalonia (CAT); c) Levante (LEV); d) Southwestern Atlantic (SWA); e) Northwestern Atlantic
Catalonia (CAT); (c) Levante (LEV); (d) Southwestern Atlantic (SWA); (e) Northwestern Atlantic (NWA); and (f) Plateau (PLT).
(NWA); and f) Plateau (PLT).
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Table 1. Average values of bias (mm), RMS (mm) and temporal
spatial correlation (r) between observed IPD and the three fields:
hindcasted HIPOCAS, NCEP and ERA reanalyses.

Bias
RMS
r

IPD-HIPOCAS

IPD-NCEP

IPD-ERA

22
35
0.86

35
44
0.80

42
48
0.73

tween 2 and 5 years throughout the whole time period, and
reveal higher intensity along specific time periods (1963–
1975 and 1989–1999). Some specific time periods, such as
those centred on the years 1981, 1987 and 1994, additionally
show a noticeable contribution of low-frequency scales with
time periods higher longer than 6 years.
4

Conclusions

Fig. 3. Wavelet power spectra of the first Varimax rotated PC time series of: (a) IPD and (b) HIPOCAS fields for the
general description
LEV pattern. The y-axis represents the period (years) and the x-axis corresponds to the time periodA(year).

mainly marked by the Peninsula complex orography. The
Iberian autumn precipitation is mainly configured by the PC
patterns (Cantabrian, Catalonia, Levante, Southwestern Atlantic, Northwestern Atlantic and Plateau) which produce a
regionalization of the Iberian rainfall regime based on the
highest loading regions (Fig. 2). These patters are very similar to the corresponding IPD data (not shown) as it can be
deduced from the high spatial correlation values, 0.95 in averaged value, between HIPOCAS and IPD patterns. Also,
these patterns are identified by other authors such as Serrano
et al. (1999). These results indicate that the HIPOCAS hindcasted data largely captures the main
7 characteristics of the
observed precipitation field.
The PC time series are analysed in detail by means of
wavelet methodology. Only the power spectra of LEV pattern, as representative of the Iberian Mediterranean regimes,
is depicted in Fig. 3. If panels (a) and (b) are compared, it
can be observed that the time location of IPD and HIPOCAS
maxima and minima matches. Spectra show zones with similar power for the same time scales. This coincidence in
terms of time, period and intensity of the HIPOCAS and IPD
wavelets, emphasizes that the HIPOCAS is able to capture
the main features of the signal involved in the observed precipitation field. In both figures, it can noted that the Mediterranean is characterized by time scales, mainly evolving bewww.adv-geosci.net/16/49/2008/

of the Iberian autumnal precipitation
7
reproduced by the Mediterranean
HIPOCAS data base is
shown in this paper. The main conclusions extracted from
this study could be summarized as:
– The HIPOCAS precipitation field matched in spatial
distribution and in the absolute precipitation values with
IPD field.
– NCEP and ERA reanalyses provided very similar spatial precipitation distributions but not the absolute values.
– The bias, RMS and correlation values showed the prevalence of HIPOCAS data over the reanalysed NCEP and
ERA fields.
– The worse results of the comparative analysis between
IPD and HIPOCAS data are obtained along the Mediterranean coast of the Iberian Peninsula due to the poorer
model simulations of the observed autumnal heavy rainfall events.
– The PC HIPOCAS patterns reproduced the regionalization of the Iberian rainfall regime.
These results comes to strength the confidence on the
Mediterranean HIPOCAS hindcasted database in reproducing the precipitation field over an area, such as the Iberian
Peninsula, which is marked by a so complex precipitation
Adv. Geosci., 16, 49–54, 2008
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regime. Furthermore, it is remarkable that the HIPOCAS
performance outstandingly improves global reanalysis performances, offering thus a useful tool in Mediterranean climate studies focussed on regional scales.
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